
What’s New: 
Civil 3D 2021

• New civil structures/bridge design workflow 
connecting InfraWorks, Civil 3D, and Revit

• Pressure pipe networks layout & editing

• Enhancements to Dynamo for design 
automation:

• Integration of Dynamo Player in Civil 3D 2021

• New nodes added and more



Civil Structures Workflow

 What is it?

 More integrated tools to design, detail, and document bridge projects.

 Teams can work more effectively in parallel, sharing design data across various tools 
(InfraWorks, Civil 3D, and Revit), saving time and rework.
 Civil 3D for roadway design
 InfraWorks for bridge design
 Revit for structural detailing

 Who is it for?

 Professionals in bridge design, roadway design, and structural detail design. 

 Why is it important?

 With the 2021 releases of Civil 3D, InfraWorks, and Revit, the design teams can share design 
data in a seamless, dynamic manner. This enables the teams to work in parallel, drastically 
reducing the amount of time spent on bridge design. In the past, these disciplines typically 
worked in a waterfall manner





Pressure Pipe Networks Layout & Editing

 What is it?

 Use familiar alignment layout tools to create a linear path as a baseline that becomes a Pipe 
Run.

 When the layout is complete, the appropriate parts are placed along the Pipe 
Run automatically.

 Resulting network is intelligent, giving users the ability to automatically apply the appropriate 
pipes and fittings to accommodate that Pipe Run path.

 Changes to the Pipe Run result in the previous parts being replaced by the appropriate parts 
automatically.

 Who is it for?

 Core land development customers. 

 Why is it important?

 The software intelligently adds the appropriate parts along the linear path of the Pipe Run, 
saving a great deal of time.





Updates to Dynamo for Civil 3D

 What is it?

 Dynamo for Civil 3D is visual programming tool that adds the power of Dynamo scripting and 3D 
modelling to control and interact with AutoCAD and Civil 3D drawings directly inside the CAD 
environment. In Civil 3D 2021, Dynamo for Civil 3D is now installed with Civil 3D (previously a 
separate install). 

 New nodes and additional enhancements have been made so that customers can easily locate and 
run Dynamo scripts in Civil 3D and share the scripts they create with their teams.

 Who is it for?

 Engineers and designers who process repetitive or time consuming design workflows.  Dynamo for 
Civil 3D gives users the ability to visually script behavior, define custom pieces of logic, and script 
using various textual programming languages.  With its simple interface, this feature can be easily 
accessible to both non-programmers and programmers alike.

 Why is it important?

 Dynamo for Civil 3D reinforces Autodesk’s commitment to improving design efficiencies with the 
introduction of design automation capabilities.  This tool is for engineers and designers, not just 
programmers.  Dynamo for Civil 3D provides enhanced efficiency for design workflows where 
repetitive and time consuming tasks are a challenge. 






